SUMMARY:-A lifetime's work in applied marine ecology convinced me that trying to conserve wild populations by 'Scientific Resource Management' is often unsuccessful. Rather than a technical deficiency, this seems to stem from modern society's lack of an ethical context for conserving 'Mother Nature'. A higher priority is placed on the economic value of a resource than preserving its role in the ecosystem. This deficiency didn't apply to the ancient belief system of Animism, which saw Mother Nature as 'The Great Spirit' and the landscape and its ecosystem as Her expression. The old idea that Nature is feminine persisted until roughly 100 years ago, and much further back, links us to an ancient view of life prior to Monotheism. We rarely refer nowadays to 'Mother Nature' as the guiding spirit for events on this planet, although close analysis shows that we have scant control over them: 'She' is still in charge. Hence, reviving a belief in the unitary spirit of nature on this planet and elsewhere, should be a guide for conservationists. The ancient counterpart to Mother Nature is James Lovelock's Gaia; our local planetary 'super-organism' -again, a huge female entity who commands little media attention while we disrupt world ecosystems in the name of profit. The change in our way of thinking that will probably follow from contact with extraterrestrial civilizations will be even more traumatic than the shift in Celtic countries from shamanic/Animistic beliefs to Christianity, documented by Evans Wentz (1911) and Dames (1992) , which is offered for comparison. It is speculated that a neo-shamanic approach sensitive to vital energy and aware of other planes of reality, may be easier to reconcile with successful modes of perception and communication with extraterrestrial species than a materialistic viewpoint.
INTRODUCTION
This paper should be seen as a reflection of my personal views on reality, and is an attempt to address an important question: are we approaching unprepared a major decision point in our history, as authors such a John Sutcliffe have suggested? I should explain my background first. Apart from my enthusiasm for ecology, in the 1980's and 90's my spare time was spent learning about 'vital energy' and how to detect it. This was independent of my professional work in resource management, but made me reflect on the many failures I have observed in my technical field. These occurred largely because managing fish stocks was seen as a practical issue, with no spiritual consequences of failure perceived. The practical disciplines of shamanism and pranic healing taught me to sense qi -otherwise known as the 'life force', 'orgone', or 'subtle energy' -a few of the names esoteric schools use for vital energy. Qi or Chi, can be detected in auras and chakras, and in nature; including sky and ground energies implicit in the Chinese concept of Tao -itself a relict, I suppose of early shamanic beliefs. I described learning to detect qi in 'A Return to Subjectivity', and as a result, underwent a personal paradigm change in my view of 'objective reality'. Since then I have been trying to integrate archaic revelations into my scientific view of the world. I've come to see the dichotomy between Science and the Spirit as a dangerous form of social schizophrenia: on the one hand, the spiritual significance of recent scientific discoveries has been neglected, but we also need to reinterpret religious revelations within an expanded cosmology, in which ancient practices and the recent discoveries of science should both play a role. One way of visualizing qi I find useful in evolutionary theory, is to take the common origin of biosphere components into account. This suggests we should see qi as a mechanism for exchanging information and vital energy between the vastly diverse units surviving from the original 'Big Birth': our brothers and sisters in the global ecosystem. It would not be surprising if this living energy could be picked up by the offspring of that moment of creation, and not by non-living devices.
Three wider perspectives on this common origin and potential union may be useful: 1) The 'Big Bang' and the multiple dimensions postulated in 'Theories of Everything' are not just science but spiritual revelations -although not incorporated yet into religious credos. The common origins of all planetary life forms (the 'Big Birth') was revealed by genetics and is also a spiritual revelation, as is Gaia -the aura of all living organisms. 2) Most religious traditions see the soul as an 'immaterial element' coming from, and returning to, another realm of reality. This should be compatible with the common origin of life forms, as well as Multiverse theory. A our visitors is allowed to be implemented on Earth, it will bring to an end to the dirty Age of Carbon. This will transform our ability to build a clean technology, but our sensibilities, spiritual beliefs, and religious and geographical limitations, will presumably also change? One prediction that seems to emerge from the uncertain information available, is that a closer merging of Science and Spirituality is likely, which is one of the objectives of this paper. A growing tide of unofficial internet communications recently suggested that our future visitors, unconstrained by Einstein's theories, are capable of trans-dimensional travel from vast distances by extracting energy from the framework of space and using 'wormholes' between different spatial branes to shorten their voyages. According to Steven Greer, they implement distant communication by a combination of what we might call spirituality and technology; namely enhanced telepathic communication. The idea that there is a single Cosmic Mind also emerges, of which we and all other intelligent species in the Cosmos form part. This itself, can be seen as an interstellar outgrowth of our terrestrial phenomenon, Gaia. She is postulated to exist on a much smaller scale on this planet, aided by the impressive diversification of earth-bound species coming from a common origin. All of the above might be regarded as outrageous speculation by an earlier generation: it does however suggest an explanation of how Science and Spirituality, together, may lead to extraordinary discoveries.
There may be 'rational' reasons why perceptions of qi have become less evident in this materialistic age. According to Marshall McLuhan (1994) a change in the medium of communication IS the message, and we see that the recent conquest of global information transmission by the Internet has radically changed communication internationally. While this makes it virtually impossible to keep secrets from the public, it also makes it largely impossible to separate facts from speculation or fantasy. One other important point is that this technological advance makes the world's secrets available to the poor via cheap portable telephones, but also potentially allows their views to be heard. For Evans Wentz and Dames, an older 'transference' of belief between pre-Christian deities such as the goddess Brigit and her re-naming as the Christian Saint Bridget occurred in Ireland. This was an early example of how changing basic beliefs changes our mode of perception. In early Irish history, the transfer of place-events characterised by pagan folk heroes, (e.g. the Celtic god Bran), and their later re-identification at the many locations in rural Ireland Saint Patrick supposedly visited during his time there, seems to have been the mechanism for switching the basic axioms of life. The strategy implied by the renaming of the same pagan sites and the transfer of rural populations to a Christian mythology is now apparent. This was achieved without notable strife and is graphically described in the Icelandic Sagas, so that the old traditions were submerged but now live in the subconscious. As a result, the names have been changed, but the sacredness of the local sites continue to be recognized. Similar situations appear to have developed in Mayan and post-Incan contexts, where pagan themes were absorbed into pre-Christian ceremonies (or vice versa) by 'Superpositioning'. This term used by Dames (1992) refers to the coexistence of two spiritual realities where the membrane between two planes of reality is thinner. This process seems to favour a peaceful transition in belief systems.
In her foreword to the 1977 edition of Evans Wentz's book, Kathleen Raine described the earlier Celtic belief system as a 'doctrine of souls' involving the interrelationship of two worlds; the material world, and from Celtic experience, a second realm that interpenetrates this one. "On death we enter their world; and by implication, they, at birth, enter ours". Here we have an example of a belief system in which an alternative plane of being is visualized, with specific properties that are not overtly spiritual, but imply that activities carried out in the physical world also occur on another plane. Ordinary human profane motivations on this alternative plane are evident in a way that echoes the words of Hermes Trisigeminus; "As above, so below". In other words, it would be more reasonable to compare the pre-Christian Celtic cosmology with the predictions of (say) a multidimensional String Theory, than to compare it with Heaven and Hell; the spiritual locations postulated by monotheism: sites supposedly inhabited exclusively by either Good or Bad souls. Raine expressed the hope that Evans Wentz's work would lead to "A science of souls…to supersede the prevalent materialist science which recognizes only bodies".
While this may be an optimistic view, from personal experience with non-ordinary disciplines I believe that pre-Christian beliefs and more specifically, what is called Animism, routinely incorporated experiences and perceptions of paranormal phenomena within a spiritually-charged landscape, rather than depending largely on dogma and sacred mythologies. The 'Land' itself was sacred in older religious traditions, and imbued with spiritual significance. This was also documented for Australian aborigines by the popular work of Bruce Chatwin (1988) , and by anthropologists. The relationship of hunter-gatherer societies to the natural world was one which incorporated an intimate knowledge of local landscapes and their psychic properties on the part of hunter-gatherers and pastoralists. Sacred sites were sought that were energetically resonant, apparently in part because they overlay underground water. The early churches in Europe, were often constructed on such formerly pagan ceremonial sites. This was documented by Alfred Watkins (1925) , who showed that so-called 'ley lines' linked earlier sacred sites, whether or not these are now marked by modern structures. Monotheistic The role of priesthoods Until recent times, our communication with the world of the spirit relied on mediation by a priestly cast, where formerly this was between individuals and the spirit world in a more direct sense. In the European Middle Ages, personal research into phenomena that we might call 'spiritual' was actively discouraged by monotheism, using the criteria spelled out by the Inquisition. My personal experience in Ireland has convinced me of the reality of this kind of direct vision, and its linkage to a landscape where traditional belief systems have not been destroyed by 'materialistic thought'.
Evans Wentz also reported observations from educated persons living in the Irish countryside in the 1930's, that the 'water beings' are "kept alive by something akin to electrical fluids". The higher orders "seemed to me to draw their life out of the Soul of the World". These entities had a strong aura, and a way of describing this feature is that pre-Christian encounters with spiritual entities occurred in 'druidical mists'. My interpretation of this last phenomenon is similar to that described by Castaneda as 'the lines of the world', and by 19 th century spiritualists as 'ectoplasm': i.e., it is what can be perceived when a concentration of chi or prana makes visible the membrane separating planes of reality. Perhaps this could be a manifestation of the fractal dimensions which occur at the boundary between different planes of reality (see Mandelbrot 1977) .
The passage of time
Celtic traditions (as with the ancient Teutonic story of Rumpelstilzchen), suggest that in the 'parallel worlds' contacted by our ancestors, time proceeds at a different rate than in ours, and seasons may also be out of step. Persistent myths of several European peoples recount that as soon as the time traveller leapt out of his coracle, and placed foot to ground on returning from a short stay in another realm, he aged instantly; "forthwith he was a heap of ashes, as though he had been in the earth for many hundreds of years". This mythical occurrence, described by the companions of Bran the Irish hero, is intuitively reasonable and consistent with Celtic experience, but interpreted logically, suggests that the two realms are superimposed spatially. However, time passes in that other realm 'at an angle' to the flow of time in ours, such that the rate of development of events in the two different realms are out of step -perhaps another reason why long distant travel can be accomplished in a short subjective time in other realms? An analogous explanation for the visits of extraterrestrials (if one can be offered), is not that we are discussing trans-stellar flight to and back from a distant planet at relativistic velocities, but rather a much shorter voyage via a parallel plane of reality? Certainly for diehard materialists, the basic explanation is that UFOs are illusions. Alternatively, the comforting thought is held in mind that they are unable to reach us through ordinary space from 'beyond Alpha Centauri'; given the many light years distance as the limiting factor. A commonly reported Celtic mythology concerned the prohibition by the inhabitants of the other world that their activities be observed by humans. Those few humans able to observe the Sidhe, once their capability was detected by the elves, it was rapidly corrected, or they were abducted to 'fairyland'. Evans Wentz cited several examples of this type of intervention by the Sidhe. One could postulate that a similar motivation stems from our uneven ability to detect extraterrestrial beings, and modern reports describe abduction and subsequent surgical operations by extraterrestrials on those able to sense them: a comparable phenomenon in the Celtic world was the substitution of ugly 'changelings' for the newborn by fairies. By now thousands of modern abductions have been reported, not all of which seem to be fantasies.
Personal experiences
From my own experience I contend that there are still strange phenomena to be encountered at specific landscape sites which have remained unchanged and respected by local peoples, and where traditional beliefs have not been completely abandoned. Phenomena encountered by the author in a visit to Ireland in 2004 led to several perceptions of what appeared to be 'mythical fairy creatures' by myself and others in an altered state taught by Ken Eaglefeather (1995) as 'Dreaming Awake'. This altered state may be described as 'living outside your head', which I believe involves perceiving phenomena directly through the lower chakras. My interpretation of these states of perception is that they allow access to phenomena implicit in the vital energy nexus (Gaia's aura) that surrounds this planet, and can be detected through the lower chakras. Two examples seen in the Ring of Kerry, Ireland, where I was able to make a rough sketch of visions, are shown below: The first seemed to me to be an induced imagery of a psychic barrier, designed to warn unwanted visitors to leave Ireland: Century book of Kells (prepared by 'monks' with memories of the ancient religion?) I saw in the museum in Dublin.
As I interpret it, these non-ordinary states of perception can best be explained using the theory of chakras. Indian yogic practice regards these 7 principal vortices in the energy body essentially as 'portals' to different states of reality. I have found on rare occasions that it is possible in unusual 'mental' states to 'see' through them. ('Mental' is not the correct word, since mind is associated with the brain, and this form of perception seems to allow communication with a 'plane of reality' accessible only through the lower chakras and associated neural complexes of the body). It seems to me useful to note assertions that the Ancients were better able to use this perceptual modality than modern man. 'Energetic' experiences in areas where mythical events supposedly occurred, may involve 'sensitives' accessing standing vibrations or resonant structures left by repetitive ceremonies at points in the landscape where vital energy fields are strongest. Shamanic drumming appears to be a systematic way of invoking experiences that are not only subconscious, but linked to a Gaian field at specific landscape sites. This assertion seems to some extent verifiable by experimental procedures; one of which I outline below. A suggested procedure for collecting personal impressions during shamanic voyages was suggested by the experience of 5-10 individuals who were able to recall events after shamanic voyages (Harner 1980) . At a location where the history of local events was well documented, a trance state of the 'middle world' type was induced by drumming for 20 minutes before recalling the participants. On returning to ordinary consciousness, they were asked not to discuss their experiences with others before completing a questionnaire. Statistical analysis of the results was incomplete due to inadequate information, but the location, events and entities encountered, appeared to be similar for all participants. In other words, potentially, we could investigate objectively the hypotheses of: a) a commonality of experience in the voyage, and b) some relevance of individual experiences to the known historical record of the locality.
Integrating Science and personal belief systems?
Saul Perlmutter, a Nobel prize winner in physics, expressed the idea (my translation from an Italian newspaper): 'Science is not the only way to address the world, and you need a complete arsenal of approaches and competences to do so... For centuries we have learned that not only is it very easy, but even very probable, that you start a discussion with the wrong ideas. This error may be global in our understanding of the physical world and human society, or inherent in the data we possess. We should proceed humbly, knowing that at the start we may be wrong in our interpretation, but eventually (our understanding) will improve'. 'Knowledge requires social cooperation, given that specialists lack a broad perspective, and generalists lack a depth of knowledge. Whether religious or not, we must keep in equilibrium the various ways of understanding the world, and use the instruments at our disposal in the best way possible'.
In seeking common ground between Science and the Spirit, it may help to view the problem from our species' original perspective on spiritual endeavours -shamanism. According to McKenna (1991) , the practices and beliefs of 'primitive man' provide clues to our psychic capabilities; perhaps because it was under these primitive conditions that our sensory envelope was developed? This prompts the question: if our nervous systems evolved in the hunter-gatherer phase before literacy and logic, why such a complex neural structure? Language and social organization are usually considered responsible, but perhaps 'primitive man' was using the same neural equipment in a different way, with a wider range of sensory inputs? Since we have exhausted most paths to the rational investigation of the Spirit, revisiting old paradigms of knowing could be very profitable.
A quick summary of the Energy Body, as viewed by vital energy practitioners
Rather than dogmas, shamanic beliefs are practical techniques. For example: the vehicle for shamanic voyaging is 'The Energy Body': an ethereal structure of qi/prana energy that permeates and surrounds your , and is wrapped in an Aura that extends out from your body. Chakras are whirlpools of qi that connect your physical to your astral body by a silver chord while you voyage to other dimensions or seek information elsewhere in time and space. Millennial experience shows that in order to cure some physical ailments, you must first cure the energy body. These and other vital energy components may be detected by most people after training in and practice. Phenomena associated with 'qi/'prana' are currently considered by conventional scientists as outside the scope of Science, and by default are 'imaginary', 'pathological', allucinations', or as a last resort, 'spiritual'! Perhaps it would be better to think of them as 'transdimensional phenomena'? The fact that they are not incorporated within the framework of conventional Science relates less to their validity, than to the radical changes in the theory of Science which would be required if they were adopted into 'reality'. I believe that eventually qi will be recognized as a trans-dimensional carrier of spiritual energy and information, and perhaps as a component of the zero-point field. I look to open-minded physicists such as Professor Tiller for clarity on the theoretical implications, but to me, the investigators will have to adopt a different mentality during their experiments: one that may be referred to by the words 'reverence', 'awe', as used in the past for recounting mystical experiences.
Has the dominant chakra moved upwards in historical time?
If the new field of investigation just postulated is spiritual, we may ask: why did miracles occur so long ago? The 'Theory of Chakras' seems to answer this question. Julian Jaynes (1976) contended that early city dwellers were not 'conscious' in our sense of 'self-aware'. He asserted that for the Ancient Greeks, their 'I' was located in the chest region, and was called 'the phrenes'. Other evidence that ancient peoples had more active lower chakras comes from testimony by the Sioux Indian seer, Black Elk: 'White men are crazy -they think with their heads, not with their hearts' (Neihardt 1972 ). According to Breasted (1964) , still further back in time, the ancient Egyptian 'identity' was centred in the stomach region. Asian energy schools also stress development of the stomach chakra is the key to progress in martial arts. Taken together, these observations suggest that chakral dominance has migrated upwards in historical time from the abdomen where paranormal perceptions are more likely, to the brow chakra associated with logical/conscious thought. As a result of this change in dominance, it seems that we have neglected the perceptions available only through the lower chakras. Thus, on seeing supernatural entities, an Irish Seer noted that:" the physical eyes may be open or closedmystical beings in their own world and nature are never seen with the physical eyes". Mystical experiences seem less restricted for those with expanded auras and activated chakras. Pranic healers note that typically, one or more chakras are closed or inactive in modern people. Perversely, this may have some advantages, if we believe that the physical world is all there is. In fact, when making logical deductions from established facts, a low-moderate level of spiritual energy and inactive chakras are advisable -otherwise that non-logical process -'inspiration' (which changes our axioms) may intervene! (Inspiration is itself a word derived from that sharp inhalation we make when a convincing new idea arrives, apparently from nowhere)! Shamanism in pre-Christian Europe.
Shamanism can be traced back beyond 60,000 years -i.e., almost certainly to before a few tribes of 'Homo sapiens' left Africa. Analysis of DNA markers records this as a possible date for key migrations of Homo sapiens, although other hominid species may have left Africa earlier. The first voyagers presumably carried with them some common beliefs and practices. Common elements now surviving in shamanism worldwide are the use of drumming/hallucinogens in trance voyaging to three non-ordinary destinations, the manipulation of vital energy, the use of animal guides or totems, the perception of especially energetic locations in the landscape, ritual rebirth/initiation ceremonies, and intimate relations with spirit forms and their ancestors. Current shamanic practice suggests that our distant ancestors used their energy bodies as '6th senses' and for trans-dimensional voyaging. Therefore, rather than seeking to discover something new, the priority search at this point in time is more for what we have lost in terms of personal capabilities, due to an overemphasis on rationality at the expense of intuition and visualization. The recent (re)discovery of remote viewing (see e.g., David Morehouse 2011), the confirmation of a degree of precognition, and the ability to dowse, were likely tools in the armoury of the shamans of ancient hunter-gatherers. All of these capabilities arguably resulted from a better understanding of the interaction between our subconscious and superconscious minds: for example, as used in Huna practice -an advanced form of shamanism practiced in Hawaii (Caddy 2013) .
The extraordinary abundance of Stone Age monuments in Sardinia (Aresu 1995) and their location over underground water, suggests they were used for a range of practical, spiritual and curative purposes. They were ancient when Aristotle wrote of the ceremony of 'incubation' which in the classical world was associated with Sardinia. Persons seeking wisdom or a cure were buried in a 'giant's tomb' for up to 5 days. Practical applications of 'incubation' in creativity still abound today, used even by unbelievers! (see, e.g. Feynman 1997 ).
Fortunately, the recent encyclical of Pope Francis seems to be correcting this omission, but just how intelligent extraterrestrials fit into this scheme remains to be seen.
A related observation: Monotheistic religions ruled by male sky gods seemed to have arisen in low diversity steppe and desert habitats (e.g., Islam, Judaism, Zoroastrionism), but Animism/Pantheism and female deities came to dominance in high biodiversity forest habitats (e.g. Hinduism, the Balinese shamanic religion, Mayan beliefs). An interesting research question is: Do the religions that arise in an area reflect the diversity of the local ecosystem? -if so, why? Would we expect a desert religion to reflect the sacredness of the living world, as opposed to our dominance by the sun, moon, stars and Astrology/Astronomy? Prior to Monotheism, 'the Spirit' was associated with high energy locations in the natural world -'Sources' were holy springs, caves, islands and woods. Nature is now seen by Materialism as without Spirit, and has become a 'Natural Resource'. It is hard for us to interpret ancient monuments unless we call upon shamanic sources. For example, a belief that the deceased descend to the Earth Goddess on death appears illustrated by wall engravings from a troglodite dwelling in Sardinia, and by engraved dolmens (probably earlier than 2000 BC) discovered there fairly recently (Caddy 2006 ). In Tuscany, deep 'ceremonial ways' were cut into the soft sandstone rock by the Etruscans, linking the plateau with the bottom of deep gorges. At the start of one such 'Way' near Pitigliano, a spiral is cut into the gorge wall at the lower entrance, suggesting a 'voyaging' function (Fig 2) . According to historical sources (Feo 2004 ), these 'Ways' were used for torchlight processions: perhaps the intention of the ceremony was to encounter the shades of deceased relatives in 'Hades' below ground? Modern voyagers 'riding the drum' to the Astral world may also encounter the deceased. Interpreting these locations may present difficulties for those who are believers in a 'sky religion', but in a recent Astral World voyage I drummed for in Sweden, five women in a group of nine, encountered relatives and friends who had passed on. 
Shamanic voyaging occurred in

Reincarnation and evolution
According to Michael Dames, the Celts believed in rebirth from Gaia in a form compatible with individual immortality, taking into account evolutionary processes similar to those discovered by Science. For example, a source book, 'The Barddas' by Iolo Morganwg (1862-74), draws on ancient Celtic traditions in describing the evolution of physical and spiritual bodies:
"As a knowledge of physical existence is unfolded to it, the Monad or soul passes through every phase of material embodiment before it enters the human kingdom, where for the first time exercising free will in a physical body, it becomes responsible for all its acts….The soul commences its course in the lowest wateranimalcule, and passes at death to other bodies of a superior order, successively, and in regular gradation, until it enters that of man".
The early Irish Church had adopted this belief in reincarnation from the earlier pagan Celtic creed until 553 AD when the Council of Constantinople placed an 'anathema' on multiple rebirths (*). In a spirit of wider ecumenism, also compatible with Animism and Ecology, the American Indian prayer is 'For all our brethren…' This includes all animate and 'inanimate' components of the ecosystem within the term 'brethren'. In contrast, our special creation as a species envisaged in the Book of Genesis, allows no room for evolution. This still causes problems for those who read the Bible literally, and desperately search for an alternative to evolution that could explain the fossil record.
However, the Living World became Matter well before the birth of Christ. Socrates and Plato (around 400 BC) postulated a fundamental rift between Mind, and Matter plus Body. Mythos was replaced by Logos, and this set the scene for Science. As 'honorary pagans' the views of these philosophers were adopted by the Church, leading to the concept of 'Dualism'. This philosophy still persists today, postulating that "In each person good and evil battle within a cosmos in miniature". This implies an equivalent split in the macrocosm between Heaven and Hell, and Good and Evil. Dualistic thought processes still permeate Science, which splits reality into ever-smaller specialities prior to investigation, such that scientists in different disciplines are often mutually incomprehensible, and few look at the whole picture. As remarked by Dames (1992) , within Dualism two opposing forces play out their conflict in a soulless world (other than for human beings of course). Instead of being 'living manifestations of the Deity', clouds, moon, hills, vegetation etc, become 'Barriers blocking our view of an abstract Godhead'. The aphorism: "History is (re)written by the victors" is true then, both for the material and spiritual worlds, and the ancient Romans, promoters of logical procedures and State bureaucracies were responsible for several examples of 'cultural cleansing' of shamanic thought. They wiped out our knowledge of their teachers the Etruscans, and in his 'Gallic Wars' Julius Caesar reported on his elimination of the oral Druidic culture of northern Europe. Cultural cleansing also recurred when the Inquisition aimed at demolishing pre-Christian mystical traditions. As a result, there is close to a vacuum in our knowledge of pre-Christian practices in Europe, except when recounted in distorted form by the victors. Nonetheless, several clues suggest that perceiving vital energy was commonplace in European prehistory, as well as manipulating earth and sky energies (see the 'Tao' of Classical China for apparent parallelism). Fragmentary evidence suggests our European ancestors were aware of the Energy Body, and used Astral Voyaging in a similar way to aborigines and bushmen nowadays. It only remains for us to reclaim useful elements of this ancient heritage.
Some personal conclusions on 'vital energy' and voyaging -We are embedded in Gaia's energy field which varies geographically and temporally in intensity.
-As a result, the boundaries of an individual's memory are uncertain and may not stop at the skin -Gaia's field may act as an information storage medium. -Fault lines, ceremonies and past traumas may induce local 'hot/cold energy spots' in the landscape. -Dowsing probably accesses information in Gaia's field through the aura.
-'Objective observations' on others in a qi field are impossible (the 'Observer effect' of quantum science prevails, and makes the observer part of the equation).
My experience suggests that Astral voyaging at historic sites could help retrieve lost knowledge by what can be called 'Shamanic Archaeology'. This viewpoint also suggests that pre-classical records and sites are best interpreted in the light of earlier shamanic practices, rather than by looking backwards from monotheism or scientific materialism. Notable here is that archaic elements encountered by modern 'voyagers' are reminiscent of the earliest human 'rock art'. Subjective experience suggests that the 'voyage' is not just a psychological phenomenon, but a visit by the spirit to non-ordinary planes of reality. Experts in voyaging (e.g. Bruce 1999 ) suggest that by passing out through the centre of a chakra, the spirit body or 'soul' remains attached to the physical body by a silver chord.
Other observations and hypotheses that are worth considering, if we take our shamanic ancestry seriously, are: -Most people are capable of 'flight' while 'riding the drum'. -The locations and persons/entities encountered and the information obtained, is often new and surprising.
-Often, there is a transmission of emotionally important information to the voyager. -This may involve 'communication' with deceased persons. -In 'voyages', non-ordinary hearing (despite the drum beats), sight, smell, and touch may be activated. -Events that occurred at the drumming site in the past may be revisited. -Not everyone can make upper world voyages, which seem to be 'by invitation'. -The animal guides to the Lower World usually remain the same on successive voyages. -The animal guide often seeks to take the voyager to some distant point it believes important. -It helps to enter the voyage with a question or objective in mind. -The 'motive force' for voyaging and other shamanic exercises is 'Intent'.
How does a shamanic perspective help us in reconciling science and spirituality?
While it may have been inevitable that humans eventually sought the divine in the heavens, a spirituality soundly based on the living world around us and beneath our feet needs to re-emerge. This has direct relevance to the conservation movement, and to defining appropriate ethical behaviour within our closed terrestrial ecosystem. The original view of the Earth which shamanism was based on, namely as a living being made up of all the organisms on the planet, is fortunately coming back into favour. However, serious damage has been done by suppressing our commonality of origin with other living forms. Even if mistaken, reviving the 
CONCLUSIONS
I believe that ancient belief systems contained realistic components that probably stemmed from aeons-long observation of the world by our ancestors while in hunter/gatherer mode, before the divide between physical knowledge and spirituality became crystallized. Repeating ancient practices may allow us to gain an insight into their belief systems. Shamanic voyaging will help interpret pre-literate images -but more importantly, casts light on some non-ordinary aspects of reality. I believe that the copious material cited in the book by Evans Wentz points to a continuity of perception and a long tradition of belief and practice in contacts with otherworldly entities and visits to other planes of being by our ancestors. There is often a landscape connection to these experiences.
Three possible explanations are: 1) These events simply represent the persistence of psychic memory traces stored in the standing waves of chi generated around specific landscape features; 2) They are memetic structures left in Gaia's aura at points in the landscape by repeated past ceremonies; 3) They are memories of actual visits to other-wordly planes of being, or encounters with entities from other worlds or planes. Which of these ideas is most plausible is not clear to the author, but from personal experience it is difficult to simply dismiss ancient and widespread traditions of contacts with intelligent, non-human entities. It also seems a reasonable hypothesis that the 'fairy lore' of Celtic countries (and elsewhere) belongs in the same category as more recent 'sightings' of aliens and UFOs. Using persons with paranormal capabilities to investigate mysterious events on their location of occurrence offers the possibility of a better understanding nonordinary phenomenon not yet explained by science or religion. A final comment: A substantial component of our ancient spiritual traditions, and stories of mystical entities, seem to reflect our unacknowledged history of early contacts with extra-terrestrial visitors. If so, it would seem that developing greater sensitivity to qi phenomena will ease eventual mutual comprehension and co-existence with intelligent entities coming here from elsewhere in the universe.
